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a b s t r a c t
We give a set of multidegrees that support all the numerical
information for a monomial ideal that can be reverse searched and
hence is parallelizable and has space complexity that is polynomial
in the size of the input. Our approachuses a newdefinition of closed
sets for simplicial complexes that may be useful in other contexts.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Computing the numerical invariants of a monomial ideal, such as the Betti numbers or the Hilbert
series, may require enumerating the multidegrees where the corresponding simplicial complex is not
acyclic. A naive approach to this problem builds and searches the full least common multiple lattice
(see Example 18 for a subgraph of a least common multiple graph), which can be computationally
very complex. Gasharov et al. (1999) discuss the use of the full lcm lattice for computing monomial
resolutions.We present an algorithm for enumerating a set of multidegrees, which include thosewith
a non-acyclic simplicial complex that produces a forest amenable to reverse search. We note that
while Bayer and Stillman (1992, Proposition 2.9) establishes that no polynomial time algorithm for
computing the Hilbert function of a monomial ideal exists, the use of reverse search in this context
allows space complexity linear in the input. We discuss this in more detail in Section 4.
Reverse search is an algorithm described by Avis and Fukuda (1996) specifically designed to
address difficult enumeration problems where some additional information is known, which, we
prove, is the case for enumerating key degrees for monomial ideals. The following are features of
reverse search as given by Avis and Fukuda (1996):
(1) time complexity proportional to the size of output times a polynomial in the size of the input,
(2) space complexity polynomial in the size of input,
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(3) parallel implementation is straightforward (since the procedure can be decomposed intomultiple
independent sub-procedures at each general stage).
When we first embarked on this project some years ago, the use of reverse search in the case of
monomial ideals was very new. Since that time others, for example Milowski (2004) and Gao and Zhu
(2008), have made use of trees and forests for computing irreducible decompositions of monomial
ideals. Milowski (2004) mentions that the setup of his algorithms suggests reverse search, but that
the finite local search required by Avis and Fukuda (1996) is not obvious. He discusses, in more detail
in his thesis (Milowski, 2004), what he views as the natural approach to using reverse search in the
context of his algorithms and notes explicitly that it does not lead to finite local search. The forest
used by Milowski and by Gao and Zhu is very different from ours and we establish the key axioms of
reverse search.
In Section 2, we give some necessary background onmonomial ideals and simplicial complexes. In
Section 3,we introduce the notion of a closed set and an algorithm for computing aminimal closed set.
Closed sets are the key idea that allows reverse search in this context. Also in Section 3, we provide the
key and theorems on closed sets needed in Section 4 where we discuss reverse search in this context.
In Section 4, we use the main theorems to prove that reverse search applies to the restricted set of
lcm degrees that we describe. We also give an example and discuss the complexity of our algorithms.
We note, in advance, that ultimately the complexity in the computation of Betti numbers, or other
invariants, using this approach is limited by the complexity of computing the homology of a simplicial
complex. We refer the reader to Dumas et al. (2003) and their corresponding program in GAP for such
computations and note that work on this topic is ongoing. Alternatively, making use of their program
for computing invariants of monomial ideals is limited by enumerating the useful degrees and our
work provides a reverse search framework for that.
2. Monomial ideals and simplicial complexes
First we set some notation. Let S = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring over the field k, and let
I ⊂ S be amonomial ideal minimally generated by xa1 , . . . , xar for generating exponents a1, . . . , ar ∈
Nn. Let ≺,,, denote the natural partial order on Nn and Rn, corresponding to divisibility of
monomials. We will work mainly with monomial ideals and thus with both the standard grading on
k[x1, . . . xn] and a multigrading. For this reason, vectors b ∈ Nn aremultidegrees, but because we will
always have thismultigrading and all such vectors aremultidegrees, wewill simply call themdegrees.
For each degree b ∈ Nn, define the simplicial complex
Kb = {F ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | xb−F ∈ I},
letting F denote both a subset of {1, . . . , n} and the corresponding 0–1 vector (for example the subset
{1, 3, 4} ⊂ {1, . . . , 6} corresponds to the 0–1 vector (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)). The following theorem is well-
known and is the basis for why we argue that the important degrees for a particular ideal are those
for which H˜i−1(Kb(I); k) 6= 0.
Theorem 1. (Miller and Sturmfels, 2005, Theorem 1.34, Bayer and Sturmfels, 1998, Corollary 1.13) Given
a vector b ∈ Nn, the Betti numbers of I and S/I in degree b can be expressed as
βi,b(I) = βi+1,b(S/I) = dimk H˜i−1(Kb(I); k).
[Here H˜i−1(Kb(I); k) is the reduced (simplicial) homology.]
A simplicial complex is acyclic if its reduced homology is trivial and, by the previous theorem, such
complexes do not contribute to the Betti numbers of an ideal. Since each degree b is associated with
a simplicial complex Kb we call a degree acyclic if its corresponding simplicial complex is acyclic.
Formore information about the complexes Kb andmonomial ideals seeMiller and Sturmfels (2005,
Chapter 1) or Bayer and Sturmfels (1998). Note that our notation Kb is consistent with that in Bayer
and Sturmfels (1998), but Miller and Sturmfels (2005, Definition 1.33) use Kb(I) and they call this
complex the ‘‘(upper) Koszul simplicial complex.’’
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Define the join b ∨ c of two degrees b, c to be their componentwise maximum. Thus, xb∨c is the
least common multiple of xb and xc.
Given a vector F = (a1, a2, a3, . . . , an) ∈ Nn, we define Supp(F) = {i|ai 6= 0 in F}. Thus, if we
take a subset of a simplicial complex and talk about its support we are talking about the support of
the corresponding 0–1 vector using the abuse of notation discussed previously. It is a useful way of
indicating the positive entries of a given vector or the numbers from the set {1, 2, . . . , n} that occur
in a given set.
If K is a simplicial complex and F is a face of K then
link(F) = {G ∈ K | G ∪ F ∈ K and G ∩ F = ∅}.
The link plays an important role in the main theorems and preceding lemmas.
The complex Kb is a cone over the vertex {i} if F∪ {i} is in Kb for every face F in Kb. More generally,
we say that Kb is a cone over the face F if G ∪ F is in Kb for every face G in Kb. We say that the degree
b is a corner of I if Kb is not a cone (over any face). This agrees with the usual notion of a corner: If we
visualize I as the solid region of Rn given by
{z ∈ Rn | z  aj for some j = 1, . . . , r},
then Kb is a cone over the vertex {i} if and only if I has the same local appearance under any small
translation in the ith coordinate direction. The usual notion of a corner is that of a point whose local
appearance changes under translation in all coordinate directions.
Remark 2. The complex containing only the empty set is not a cone, because there is no face ∅ ∪ {i}
corresponding to the face ∅. Thus any degree b where Kb = {∅} is a corner. On the other hand, the
null complex is a cone over every vertex, because there are no conditions to satisfy.
Definition 3. The generating degree aj is a facet of b if
{F ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | b− F  aj}
is a facet of the simplicial complex Kb.
Equivalently, aj is a facet of Kb if aj  b, and aj agrees with b on aminimal, in terms of set inclusion,
set of coordinates relative to other generators ai with ai  b.
Remark 4. All facets of Kb arise in this way, but not all generating degrees yield facets.
Example 5. Let I = 〈y3, z2, x2z, xyz, y2z, x3〉 ⊆ k[x, y, z]. We revisit this example at the end of the
paper. Consider the degree b = (3, 0, 2) which is the join of the degrees (3, 0, 0), corresponding to
x3, and (0, 0, 2), corresponding to z2. Let x, y, and z denote the vertices of Kb corresponding to the 0–1
vectors (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) respectively. Then the generators x3, z2, x2z contribute faces of
Kb. The faces contributed by these generators are {z}, {x} and {x, z} respectively. Thus the only facet
of this complex is {x, z} and the other two faces are both subsets.
Lemma 6. The following are equivalent for the ideal I = 〈xa1 , . . . , xar 〉 ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] and degree b.
(1) A degree b is a corner of I.
(2) For every vertex {i}, there exists a facet F of Kb given by aj for some j such that {i} is not a subset of F.
(3) For each vertex i, some generating degree aj agrees with b on a minimal set of indices that includes i.
Proof. These follow directly from the definitions. 
If the simplicial complex Kb is a cone then Kb is acyclic. Thus the degrees that support homology
are a subset of the degrees where Kb is not a cone and if our system finds all degrees where Kb is not
a cone then, at least, we have enumerated all the degrees that support homology.





Fig. 1. Complex with two closed sets where their union is not closed. One way to realize this complex is as K(2,2,2,2,2) for the
ideal I = 〈x21x22, x24x25, x23x25〉.
3. Closed sets and corners
By Theorem 1 the simplest set of degrees which supports the numerical invariants of an ideal
I = (xa1 , . . . , xar ) ⊆ S = k[x1, . . . , xn] is the set of all joins of generators of I . Per degree, visiting
these degrees is a simple task. However, when r  n, nearly all join degrees are acyclic (Kb is a
cone) and thus do not contribute to the computation of numerical information. We describe a smaller
set of degrees to search and we prove that this set can be reverse searched, e.g. the search graph is
now a forest, dramatically reducing the complexity of searching through the necessary degrees for
computation.
Definition 7. Let F be a face of Kb for some degree b. The closure of F is F = ∩U where the intersection
is over all facets of Kb containing F.
This definition has some of the features of closed sets for a topology. All facets are closed. The
complex Kb is a cone if and only if the intersection of all the facets of Kb is non-empty, which implies
that the empty set being closed is equivalent to Kb not being a cone. Let F1 and F2 be two closed
elements of Kb. Let c ∈ F1 ∩ F2. Then c is in every facet that contains F1 ∩ F2. If G is a facet that
contains F1 then G contains F1 ∩ F2 and similarly for F2. Thus c is in every facet that contains F1 so
c is in F1 = F1. For the same reason c ∈ F2 and hence c ∈ F1 ∩ F2 and F1 ∩ F2 is closed. Thus the
intersection of two closed sets is closed or the intersection is the empty set.
Closed sets do not quite define a topology since the empty set may not be closed. It is also true that
a union of closed sets is not necessarily closed. Notice that vertices {3} and {4} are closed sets in the
complex in Fig. 1. However, the closure of the union {3, 4} is {3, 4, 5} so the union is not a closed set.
The property we need, however, is that the intersection of two closed sets is closed.
This notion of closure ismore like aGalois closure. Let L be the complexwith vertices corresponding
to the facets of Kb and the faces correspond to intersections of the facets. For example, if U, V ,W are
facets of Kb, then they correspond to vertices of L and if U ∩ V ∩W 6= ∅ then {U, V ,W } is a face of L.
Then ∆ : Kb → L given by ∆(F) = F and ∆∗ : L → Kb given by ∆∗(G) = G are well-defined maps
between the two spaces. The map∆ is surjective and∆∗ is injective and therefore∆(∆∗(G)) = G for
all G ∈ L. The other composition is the identity if and only if every set in Kb is closed.
Furthermore, L is in fact the nerve of the natural cover of Kb by its facets. Since all faces are full
simplices, they are contractible, so Kb in fact has the same reduced homology as L. We expect that this
construction and these facts may prove useful in other contexts.
It is easy to pick out a non-empty minimal closed set (where minimal refers to set inclusion) and
the following algorithm yields such. We will always mean non-empty when we refer to minimal
closed sets, even if we do not always say so. Minimal closed sets of a complex are not unique, but
the algorithm picks out a single minimal closed set based on the order of the generators of the ideal.
We will refer to this minimal closed set as the canonicalminimal closed set of Kb.
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We give two algorithms for computing a minimal closed set. The first is simple and easy to verify
and the second retains degree information needed for one of the main theorems as well as other
statements. Also we use the first algorithm to establish the validity of the second. The primary
difference between the two is that the first acts on faces of a simplicial complex and the second acts
on the corresponding contributing monomial.
Algorithm 1.
Input: A simplicial complex K for a degree b with respect to
an ideal I = (x^a_1, ..., x^a_r in k[x_1,...,x_n] with
vertex set V.
Output: A non-empty minimal closed set of K.
Method: G = V = {x_1, ...,x_n}
FOR i = 1 to r DO
IF the face of K contributed by a_i is a facet
THEN set that facet = G_i AND
IF G intersect G_i is not equal to the empty set
THEN G= G intersect G_i and i = i+1
ELSE i = i+1
ELSE i = i+1
END
RETURN G
The output G is a non-empty intersection of closed sets, so it is closed. Moreover, G is minimal
because, by construction, for every facet U ∈ K either U ∩ G = ∅ or U ∩ G = G.
We give an alternative algorithm for finding a minimal closed set in terms of the monomials
involved in the computation. This alternative contains more information about degrees. This
additional information will be used in the proof of Theorem 12. We first observe that by taking the
vertex set of a simplicial complex Kb to be a subset of the variables, the complex can be described by
the set U = {xb/xa1 , . . . , xb/xar }where xb/xai is taken to be 0 if xai does not divide xb. The complex Kb
is then the supports of the monomials given in U and all of their subsets. Note that in the algorithm
below, we use Ui to denote the ith element, xb/xai , in the set U .
Algorithm 2.
Input: An ideal I = (x^a_1, ..., x^a_r) contained in
k[x_1, ..., x_n] and a degree b given as a monomial x^b.
Output: A monomial corresponding to a non-empty minimal closed
set of K.
Method: Compute U = {x^b/x^a_1, ..., x^b/x^a_r} and remove the
zeros.
U = remove any monomials from U that correspond to faces
that are not facets.
U = Replace monomials with the same support by their lcm.
n = number of elements of U.
G = U_1
FOR i = 2 to n DO
IF gcd(G,U_i) not equal to 1
THEN G= gcd(G,U_i) and i = i+1
ELSE i = i+1
END
RETURN G
The output monomial G corresponds to a non-empty minimal closed set because we have applied
the same procedure as in Algorithm 1. If gcd(G,Gi) 6= 1 then the supports of the two monomials
have non-empty intersection and hence the corresponding facets have non-empty intersection. Also,
removing the non-facets and replacingmonomials of the same support does not change the simplicial
complex defined by the monomials in the set U . This approach retains more information since the
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exponents ofG are not necessarily all one. For example, in Example 5, the degree (3, 3, 0) corresponding
to x3y3 has simplicial complex {∅, {x}, {y}} so both {x} and {y} are minimal closed sets. However,
depending on the order of the generators, Algorithm 2 gives G = x3 or y3. Retaining these exponents
will play an important role in the proof of the main theorem.
If F is the minimal closed set from Algorithm 1, we denote the exponent vector of the output
monomial G from Algorithm 2 by mF. This notation is a delicate balance between being a reminder
of the meaning, m for monomial, and being succinct for notation in the theorems. By construction
Supp(F) = Supp(mF) and thus they contribute the same face to Kb. We note that it may seem
superfluous to have two different notations for the outputs of the two algorithms, or that a slight
‘‘abuse of notation’’ is warranted here, but several of the following theorems depend in an important
way on the fact that we are using mF, not just F, while others only need F, and we feel that the
distinction is worth making.
As a reminder, I = 〈xa1 , . . . , xar 〉. Also, each possible join of degrees of the generators can be found
by taking b∨ ai, where b is a previously computed join of some of the generators and ai is a generator
not previously used in computing b. This degree may be one we have found before, but for now we
do not need to be concerned with this problem.
With closed sets and minimal closed sets in hand we describe their connection to degrees that are
corners and later use these connections to reduce the search through the set of all join degrees to the
a search of the set of corners and prove that this set can be reverse searched. The two main theorems
establish that if c is not a corner and c∨ai is a corner for some generating degree ai then there exists a
degree b such that b is a corner and b∨aj = c∨ai for some aj. One consequence is that as we compute
the necessary degrees for I we can compute the set of least common multiples of pairs of generators,
check for corners and eliminate degrees that are not corners. Then when we compute the set of least
common multiples of three generators, we use only the set of corners from the first round and this
process repeats. The theorems establish that wewill obtain all of the corner degrees, even eliminating
degrees at each step. Another consequence is that the search graph for the degrees that we compute
is a forest allowing further computations that require enumerating the degrees to be parallelized and
to satisfy the complexity bounds for reverse search.
Definition 8. Given a simplicial complex Kb and a face F of Kb set
∆F = {G ∈ Kb | F ⊆ G, and G a facet of Kb}.
Note that
⋂
G∈∆F G = F. The first lemma characterizes the property of Kb being a cone in terms of
minimal closed sets.
Lemma 9. Let F be a face of Kb for some degree b. Then Kb is a cone over F and F is the largest such set if
and only if F is the unique minimal closed set for Kb and hence is the canonical minimal closed set.
Proof. First assume that Kb is a cone over F and it is the largest such set. Let G be any facet of Kb. Since
Kb is a cone over F and G is a facet, G = G∪ F. Hence∆F is the set of all facets of Kb. Let G ∈ Kb be any
facet; then by definition F ⊂ G. Hence G ∪ F = G ∈ Kb and Kb is a cone over F. However, F ⊆ F is the
largest set over which Kb is a cone. Hence F = F and F is closed. Any other closed set is an intersection
of a subset of the facets of Kb, making F the unique minimal closed set.
Second, assume that Kb has a uniqueminimal closed set F. Then, by Algorithm 1,∆F includes every
facet of Kb. Given U ∈ Kb there exists a facet G ∈ Kb such that U ⊆ G. Then F ∪ U ⊆ F ∪ G = G ∈ Kb,
so Kb is a cone over F. Suppose that F ⊆ U ∈ Kb such that Kb is a cone over U. Then U is contained in
every facet of Kb and hence∆U = ∆F forcing F ⊂ U ⊆ U = F = F. Hence F = U so F is the largest set
over which Kb is a cone. 
The next lemma describes, in terms of closed sets, when a link of a face is a cone.
Lemma 10. If b is a corner and F is a closed set of Kb then link(F) in Kb is not a cone.
Proof. Suppose that link(F) in Kb is a cone. First, F = F because it is a closed set. Let∆F \ F = {G \ F |
G ∈ ∆F}. Then for every U ∈ ∆F \ F, F ∪ U is a facet in Kb and F ∩ U = ∅ by the definition of U. So
∆F \ F ⊆ link(F). If U is a facet of link(F), then F ∪ U ∈ Kb is a facet of Kb and U ∈ ∆F \ F. Similarly if
U ∈ ∆F \ F then U is a facet of link(F). This and the fact that link(F) is a cone imply that there exists
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a vertex {i} not in F, such that {i} is in U for each U ∈ ∆F \ F. Thus F ∪ {i} ⊆ G for every G ∈ ∆F and
hence F ∪ {i} ( F, contradicting the closure of F. 
Recall that if F is a minimal closed set, for example the output of Algorithm 1 for some order
of the generators, then mF is the exponent vector of the corresponding output of Algorithm 2 and
Supp(F) = Supp(mF). Also, we note that by construction, xb−mF ∈ I .
Lemma 11. If b is a corner and F is a canonical minimal closed set of Kb then link(F) ⊂ Kb−mF.
Proof. Let G ∈ link(F). Since G ∩ F = ∅, by definition Supp(G) ∩ Supp(F) = ∅ and hence Supp(G)
∩ Supp(mF) = ∅. Then since xb−(F+G) = xb−F−G ∈ I and xb−mF ∈ I we must have xb−mF−G ∈ I .
Therefore G ∈ Kb−mF. 
Theorem 12. Assume that b ∈ Nn is a corner and F is a canonical minimal closed set of Kb. Let mF be the
corresponding exponent from Algorithm 2. Then b−mF is a corner.
Proof. As before, let a1, . . . ar be the generating degrees of the ideal I . Let c1, . . . , cs be the degrees of
monomials used in the computation of mF so that xmF = gcd(xc1 , . . . , xcs). Since F is a canonical
minimal closed set, these degrees are either b − ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ s or a set of joins b − ai1 ∨· · · ∨ b − ait where all these vectors have the same support. We will say that the first m generating
degrees contribute to this list. Also for every other facet U of Kb, U ∩ F = ∅, since F is a minimal
closed set. Furthermore, if gU is a generating degree corresponding to U then for the same reason
gcd(xb/xgU , xmF) = 1. These facts imply that xa1 , . . . , xam give all of the faces of Kb−mF. Furthermore
gcd(xc1−mF, . . . , xcs−mF) = 1. Hence either Kb−mF cannot have a unique minimal closed set, or
xcj−mF = 1 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ s. In the first case Kb−mF is not a cone by Lemma 9, making b − mF
a corner. In the second case xcj = xmF which implies xcj |xci for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s implying that s = 1 since
the generating set of I is assumed to be minimal. In this case b−mF is a generating degree and hence
Kb−mF = ∅, a non-cone (Remark 2), and again b−mF is a corner. 
Remark 13. In general link(F) = Kb−mF and for those cases we get another proof of the fact that
b−mF is a corner.
Theorem 14. Assume that b is a corner and F is a minimal closed set of Kb. Then there exists a facet G of
Kb such that F ∩ G = ∅ and consequently (b−mF) ∨ ai = b for some generating degree ai.
Proof. Suppose that F ∩ G 6= ∅ for every facet G ∈ Kb. Then F being closed implies that F is the
intersection of all of the facets and hence is the unique minimal closed set of Kb. Hence Kb is a cone
over F, by Lemma 9, which is a contradiction. Therefore there is a facet G, of Kb, that does not contain
F and since F is a minimal closed set we must have that F ∩ G = ∅.
Set G to be a facet of Kb such that F ∩ G = ∅. Let a denote the generator that corresponds to
G (see Definition 3 and Remark 4). The jth components of b and a are such that bj > aj for every
j ∈ Supp(G) and bj = aj for each j /∈ Supp(G). Similarly, bj > (b − mF)j for every j ∈ Supp(F)
and bj = (b − mF)j for every j /∈ Supp(F). Since Supp(G) ∩ Supp(mF) = ∅, for every j ∈ Supp(G),
max{(b − mF)j, aj} = (b − mF)j = bj, for every j ∈ Supp(F), max{(b − mF)j, aj} = aj = bj, and for
j /∈ Supp(G) ∪ Supp(F), bj = aj = b−mF. Hence b = a ∨ (b−mF) as desired. 
The two theorems together imply that when constructing the lcm lattice, if a corner b is obtained
by taking the least commonmultiple of a generator and a degree that is not a corner, then there exists
a generator ai and a corner c (in particular, b−mFwhere F is the canonical minimal closed set) such
that b = ai∨c. Moreover, Algorithm 1 along with the first theorem gives a unique degree c, for which
b = c∨ ai. In particular, we see the usefulness ofmF now, as it is not the minimal closed set itself, but
this degree that we need in this construction.
4. Reverse search
Now we establish that the complexity bounds of reverse search are applicable to searching the
degrees required for computing the Hilbert Polynomial of a monomial ideal. For this we need a few
definitions from the literature of reverse search.
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A search problem consists of a state space S, which is the set of objects to be enumerated, and a
directed edge set describing some relationship between the objects in the state space. The objects to
be enumerated are the degrees that are corners and each such object can be associated with a vertex;
call the set of vertex objects V . Let E denote the edge set where v1, v2 ∈ V give the directed edge
(v1, v2) ∈ E if v2 = v1 ∨ ai for some generating degree ai. Thus S = (V , E). The following three
conditions from Nievergelt et al. (1999) are sufficient to enable reverse search. In the language of Avis
and Fukuda (1996) these conditions provide for finite local search given by an adjacency oracle.
Definition 15 (Nievergelt et al. (1999)). Three conditions enable reverse search to enumerate a
(finite) state space S = (V , E):
(1) There is an adjacency operator or ‘‘oracle’’ A : S → 2S , the power set of S. A assigns to any state s
an ordered set A(s) = [s1, . . . , sk] of its neighbors. Adjacency need not be symmetric, i.e., s′ ∈ A(s)
does not imply s ∈ A(s′). The pairs (s, s′)with s′ ∈ A(s) define the set E of directed edges of S.
(2) There is a gradient function g : S → S ∪ {nil}, where nil is a fictitious state (a symbol) not in S. A
state swith g(s) = nil is called a sink of g . g assigns to any state s a unique successor g(s) ∈ S∪{nil}
subject to two conditions. (a) For any state s that is not a sink, i.e. g(s) 6= nil, the pair (g(s), s) ∈ E,
i.e. s ∈ A(g(s)). (b) The function g defies no cycles, i.e. g(g(· · · g(s) · · ·)) = s is impossible for all s.
(3) It is possible to efficiently enumerate all the sinks of g before exploring all of S.
We claim that the sinks are the generating degrees. The gradient g : S → S∪{nil} is given by g(b) =
b − mF where mF is the vector from Algorithm 2 and g(b) = nil if b = ai for some i. The oracle is
A(b) = {b′i = b ∨ ai, i = 1, . . . , r | b = b′i − mF, b′i is a corner}. There are numerous ways to check
that b′ is not a cone in practice. The simplest is to check whether the computation of F utilized all of
the facets of Kb′ which in practice is a simple count.
The ordering on A(b) comes from the ordering on the generators and by construction A is an oracle.
Also, our definition of g sets the generators of the ideal to be the sinks. They satisfy property (3)
because they are given by the user and thus are already efficiently enumerated. Theorem 12 gives
that for s not a sink, g(s) is in S. Since mF is unique based on the ordering of the generators, g(s) is
also unique. So we only need to prove properties (a) and (b) for g to establish that the degrees that
are corners can be reverse searched.
Corollary 16. For a corner b, b ∈ A(g(b)).
Proof. The definition of A gives
A(g(b)) = {b′i = b−mF ∨ ai, i = 1, . . . , r | b−mF = b′i −mF′, b′ is a corner}.
By Theorem 14 there exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ r such that b = b − mF ∨ ai and thus we can take b′i = b
for some i. Hence b ∈ A(g(b)). 
Corollary 17. For a corner b, g(g(· · · g(b) · · ·)) 6= b.
Proof. By definition g(b) = b − mF ≺ b since mF 6= 0. Thus g(g(· · · g(b) · · ·)) ≺ b and since each
inequality is strict we cannot have equality. 
Following Avis and Fukuda (1996, Corollary 2), the time complexity is O(δ(t(A)+ t(g))|V |)where
δ is a bound on the number of edges in the full graph, |V | is the number of vertices in the full graph
and t(A) and t(g) are the time complexities for computing the adjacency oracle and the gradient
respectively. Let r be the number of minimal generators of the ideal, and so the size of the input. Then
t(A) = O(r ∗ t(mF)) and t(g) = O(t(mF)). Thus the critical computation for the time complexity
is t(mF). Looking at Algorithm 2 most of the computations are linear in the input with the step to
remove facets quadratic in the input, so t(mF) = O(r2). Hence t(A) = O(r3) and t(g) = O(r2). We
can bound |V | using the full lcm lattice (we note that often this far exceeds the actual size of the
graph that we are working with since we restrict to the non-cones) which is less than or equal to 2r .
Hence O(δ(t(A)+ t(g))|V |) = O(r32r). This is expected by Bayer and Stillman (1992, Proposition 2.9)
and is similar to their time complexity results in Proposition 2.8. While the algorithms implemented
in programs like Macaulay2 (Grayson and Stillman, 2009), CoCoA (CoCoATeam, 2009) and Singular
(Greuel et al., 2009) are more efficient than this one (see Bigatti (1997), Bigatti et al. (1993)), they are
related to that in Bayer and Stillman (1992), and by Bayer and Stillman (1992, Proposition 2.9) share
similar theoretical time complexity, and, in fact, have similar space complexity.
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Fig. 2. The graph of the degrees with the reverse search tree in bold.
The space complexity, for large monomial ideals, seems to be the larger barrier for such compu-
tations as space is a rather inelastic resource. This is where our algorithm surpasses others, as the
space complexity is linear in the input since at each step we only need to know the current degree,
the next degree, and the input monomials. This is one of the key features of reverse search, that stacks
andmarkers are no longer necessary. Current implementations have a space complexity that is at least
quadratic in the input. This is easily determinedby looking at Bayer and Stillman (1992, Algorithm2.6).
A naive implementation in Grayson and Stillman (2009) of the algorithm for enumerating the
corners for a given monomial ideal can be found using the URL
http://faculty1.coloradocollege.edu/∼ataylor/MonomialReverseSearchm2.html.
We conclude the paper with an example. First we give the general space S = (V , E) as a picture,
we give a few computations using g and A and in bold, over the full space, we give the induced reverse
search forest.
Example 18. Let I = 〈y3, z2, x2z, xyz, y2z, x3〉 ⊆ k[x, y, z]. The validity of the main result does not
depend on the order of the generators. However, we domake choices, for example when constructing
the canonical minimal closed set based on the order of the generators. Thus if you change the order
of the generators given above, an alternative tree is induced on the original graph, S = (V , E).
Furthermore, the graph gives the generators in a different order, only to make the graph look good,
the computations are done with the order above.
Fig. 2 gives the full directed graph for the set of corners for the ideal I with the reverse search forest
given in bold. The bold edges are of the form (s, s′)where s′ ∈ A(s) as stated in Definition 15.We illus-
trate computations of g(s) and A(s) for one of the degrees in the graph. Let b = (3, 3, 1). First we trace
through Algorithm 2. The set U = {x3z, xy3, x2y2, x3y, y3z}. We take the least common multiple of
monomials with the same support giving U = {x3z, x3y2, y3z}. Then gcd(x3z, x3y2) = x3 givingmF =
(3, 0, 0). Note the importance of the least commonmultiple step, as without it we get themonomial x
andwhile b− (3, 0, 0) = (0, 3, 1) is a corner, b− (1, 0, 0) = (2, 3, 1) is not. For this example, g(b) =
b−mF = (0, 3, 1)which explains the bold edge from (0, 3, 1) to (3, 3, 1). In this case A(3, 3, 1) = ∅
which is why there are no edges ‘‘upward’’ from this degree. We compute A(0, 3, 1) for contrast.
First {(0, 3, 1) ∨ ai | ai was not used to form (0, 3, 1)} = {(0, 3, 2), (2, 3, 1), (1, 3, 1), (3, 3, 1)}. The
only corner in that list is (3, 3, 1). Hence A(0, 3, 1) = {(3, 3, 1)}. Another interesting computation is
A(0, 0, 2)which has three elements.
Given results for monomial ideals it is natural to ask how such results might extend to toric ideals,
or more generally, lattice ideals. Outstanding algorithms exist for computing the initial ideal of a toric
ideal, so for the Hilbert function of a toric ideal, it might be best to use such and then use our work.
Alternatively, it may seem natural to generalize our work to Artinian monomial modules and use the
correspondence between Artinian monomial modules and lattice ideals given in Bayer and Sturmfels
(1998) to extend ourwork to toric ideals. However, the application of the preceding results to Artinian
monomial modules is not obvious. Artinian monomial modules must have a minimal generating set,
but that set does not have to be finite and the results in this paper depend heavily on a finite minimal
generating set (so the set of sinks is finite, which is key to reverse search). The work in this paper also
depends on an obvious stopping point for the algorithm which in the case of monomial ideals is the
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least commonmultiple of the generators. Since the set of generators of an Artinian monomial module
is not necessarily finite, but is periodic, we can likely still compute such a stopping point. We consider
this gap an interesting, non-trivial and natural question that arises from our work.
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